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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Problem Description:- The business problem involves the forecasting of Ottawa city bike traffic to
understand the requirement of increasing bike corridors in city. The traffic accidents in Ottawa is on rise
with a 7-year peak reaching in 2017. As per Ottawa police, the traffic accidents have increased by 23%.
Additionally, the registered two-wheeler vehicles went up by 15000 with 5000 additional drivers.
The analysis of data across 6 junctions in Ottawa helped to solve the below two problems•

Identifying the high traffic areas for bikers and small light-weighted vehicles, and planning for
construction of special biker lanes

•

Hiring of traffic management personnel based on peak times

We check for the traffic during different months of the year for the last 5 years (4 years training + 1 year
of validation) to forecast for the next coming years. The forecasting horizon is 1st Nov’17 to 31st Oct’18.
Performance Metrics:- Based on running various models on the training and validation data set, we arrive
at the conclusion that “Holt’s multiplicative” is the best fitted model. The model is performing better on
all the metrics like MAPE, SSE etc.

Recommendations: Short Term: - Months of June and July see spikes in traffic for some select days. It can be used for the
efficient allocation of traffic personnel
Long Term: - Creating corridor extensions for the junctions of OBVW, OGLD, SOMO.
2. TECHNICAL SUMMARY
DATA CLEANING REQUIRED
•

We have taken two-wheeler traffic data captured in six different traffic counters spread across Ottawa
city. The data has been collected from the transportation department of Ottawa city
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•

Analysis is done over a five-year period starting from November 2013 to November 2018 where first
4 years are used for training while last year for validation

•

There were quite a few missing values in the data, especially during the winter months when
presumably the counters went kaput. For these missing values, we took the average of the recent weeks
and completed the dataset

DATA AGGREGATION
•

Due to business objective and high data fluctuation, we aggregated the data at weekly level

•

To accomplish this, we analysed the data of all the 7 days of each week and took the maximum traffic
amongst each of these 7 days as the capacity needed each week

•

So basically, we have used the approach of upper capping or maximum shielding to ensure that the
corridors have sufficient space and they aren’t running over capacity on any day of the week

•

Post aggregation, we used this max. weekly traffic data to train our model using 4 years, validate it
over 1 year and then forecast it for 1 year after choosing the model with least error and best fit

CATEGORICAL VARIABLES
•

We have ‘WEEK’ variable as our categorical variable which essentially is the week number ranging
from 1 to 53 for each of the five years. But Excel doesn’t allow a categorical variable to take more
than 30 distinct values while we had 53 distinct values representing 53 weeks of a year

•

To deal with this, we made a separate variable ‘WINTER WEEK’ which represented the data of the
weeks that fell under the winter season. This way, ‘WEEK’ had 30 distinct weeks under its umbrella
while ‘WINTER WEEK’ had 23 thus satisfying the condition

3. FORECASTING METHODS USED
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The methods that could be used for Smoothening are:
1. Moving Averages

4. Holt’s Winters Additive

2. Simple Exponential Smoothening

5. Holt’s Winters Multiplicative

3. Double Exponential Smoothening
Methods that could be used for regression are:
1. Linear (T + Weekly Index)

3. Logarithmic (T + Weekly Index)

2. Linear (T + T2 + Weekly Index)

4. AR Model

In the data, we have both trend and seasonality. Therefore, we’ve used models that capture these factors.
Among smoothening methods, only Holt’s Winters method captures both trend and seasonality because of which
this method is used for forecasting. To find out whether the data has additive or multiplicative seasonality, we tried
both methods and majorly, Holt’s Winters Multiplicative was the most appropriate model. Importantly, this type of
forecasting is one-time static forecast and not a continuous one which makes it a better method.
We performed regression as it considers the external factors and focuses on seasons more granularly. We tried 3
variants: Linear – T, Linear – T2, and Multiplicative – log(T). Majorly, Logarithmic – T showed the best results.

4. MODEL EVALUATION
1. We partitioned the data twice. First, 4 years were taken as training period, and 1 as validation. In
the second partition, 2 years were taken as validation period.
2. Validation performance was also evaluated with 2 years, to negate isolated instances which can
hamper the performance metric of the model

3. Seasonal Naïve of 1 year was taken as the benchmark model
4. Metrics of Interest which we specified: We need to have the model performing its best at the peaks,
hence, the errors SSE, MSE, RMSE and MAPE at the peaks in the season are considered
5. To maintain congruency of the series, and the scale, we considered MAPE as the primary metric
Our data contains trend, seasonality. We removed noise by aggregating data to week level, and
ran three smoothening methods, and three regression methods.
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The validation performance results for the 6 counter data are presented below

*Graphs for all these models and their residuals are given in the appendix
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OBSERVATIONS FROM THE RESULTS
• For COBY, LMET, and SOMO, Holt’s Winter’s with multiplicative seasonality gives the best MAPE.
• For OBVW, Linear Regression with multiplicative seasonality worked best.
• For ORPY, running the model on two-year data, shows Multiplicative Holt’s Winter as best model.
• For OGLD, we observe a high value outlier in the November month of 2017. This datapoint biases
the model leading to high error. For this reason, the naïve forecast comes out as the best fit on overall
data. To check the efficiency of all the models at the peaks, we plot the forecasts and focus on peaks.
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we see that the Additive Holt’s Winter’s smoothening method performs the best.
We optimize the α, β and γ values, and hence our models have some over-fitting on the training data.
Key Takeaways :
1. Model selection was done based on the performance compared to each other on predicting the
peaks
2. We chose the model which over-forecasted and had minimum error as the cost of underforecasting is high (life)
EXTERNAL FACTORS NOT CONSIDERED IN THE ANALYSIS
1. Weather

3. Traffic in nearby counters

2. Holidays

4. Vehicle Growth
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5. BUSINESS RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the data analysis, and our values forecasted, we divide our recommendations on the basis of
short-term implementation, and long-term solution.
SHORT TERM : We analyze which days in particular months witness the maximum two-wheeler traffic.
•

The months to consider are June and July

•

The days indicated by blocks colored green for each junction,
should have additional traffic management personnel to direct
the traffic efficiently

•

Set up temporary lanes to accommodate the spike in traffic

LONG TERM :
We look at the 99th percentile data historically and in forecasts to estimate if we are crossing the capacity:

Approximately 8 fatal accidents occurred in 2017.
Corridor Cost = 3x 5km x $2M/km = $30M
Life Saved = 8 lives x $9M x 40% = $29M (assuming 40% decrease in life loss)
Monetarily, building the extension as a permanent solution is the way to go forward.
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6. Appendix
The graphs of the models run on each 6 junction, plus their residuals, and performance metrics are attached
here
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2. LMET
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3. COBY
y = 0.4395x - 17389
R² = 0.0462
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4. ORPY
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